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This study of retarded children was made from teachers t
estimates.
The olassroom teacher is in the most strategic position
to notice, and to assess, the nature of the childts back-
wardness in school work. l The initial seleotion of most
atypical children can be accomplished through the organization
" , • • I .. I '" 'J~' J, ,.' t '~. ,
already established in a school :'s~;;te~,"but determination of
the causes of deviation is a matt'~:r 'f()~ ~ip~~t·'~~iciance. 2
~eachers can pick out behavior problem children in their classes
with a high degree of certainty.3
These authorities believe the opinions of the teachers
regarding children in their classes have sufficient aoouracy
for superficial purposes.
1
David Fra~er Kennedy, Education £! !h! Baokward Child.p. 40. ~
G. L. Hilleboe, Finding and Teaohing Atypical Children.
p. 153.
'4 '
P. M. Symonds, PsYOhological Diagnosis 1a Social Ad-
Justmell,t. p. 15.
2
The study was made to determine the factors observed by
teachers in children who had failed of promotion. The f~e­
quency of occurrence of any factor was then noted and its
importance in contributing to retardation of the child in-
dicated.
There are 10,000,000 handicapped children in the United
States. Of these children, 6,500,000 are mentally deficient; I'
the remainder possess physical. or behavior impairments. 4
The purpose of the data collected is to show the effect
which mental, physical, social, or environmental handicaps
may produce upon the progress of the child in school. It was
thought possible that some indication might be given of the
effect of the failure in school upon the adjustment of the
child. As the data were compiled, another purpose for which
the study could be used was indicated. It was the extent to I
which vital data concerning children are recognized and utilized
by teachers. Through the classroom teacher, the results of
educational progress are transmitted to the child. By a com-
parison of the frequency with which important factors in the
questionnaire were diagnosed, and the frequency with which such
tactors may be expected to occur, we may gain some knowledge
of the degree to which teachers recognize them•
.4: ;WhiteHouseConference on Child Health and Protection,
{Q.e:ctii.on· !VB.•, p. 4•.. ,
Vol ..
3
II. METHOD OF PROCEDURE
Davis5 quotes Fernald6 in defining the approach to a
study of children: ttAn accurate and incontestable diagnosis
of these cases can be made satisfactorily only after a thorough-
going physical examination, knowledge of the family history
and records, sex habits, emotional stability, associates, in-
terests--the fullest inquiry as to his general information
and practical knowledge."
"
The purposes of this study demanded data comparable to
that data collected in social case work. As the case method was
not possible, it was necessary to select an approach which would
permit the formation of satisfactory conclusions from the data
collected. A survey of the estimates of as large a group of
teachers as possible was desired. The normative-survey method
of,approach was selected as this method of research is best
suited to reveal central tendencies or present conditions •
. The educational aspects of each field Which was entered
are the sUbjects of frequent exploration. Information was
sought in this study ot current conditions in a definite
. . ~ '. .
locality, and over a large number of factors which were present
."·'~"'·'....,:)5 G. p. Davis, .!ha.:t. Shall ~ Public Schools .9:.Q. for the
FeeWe-mincled?p. 10.
6
.r~W. E. F.ernald, ·Standardized Fields of Inquiry for
Olinical Studies of Borderline Detectives.- Mental Hygiene.
Vol. I, .No. 2. April, ,191'1. pp.2ll-34.
-::~ -,
for the teachers' opinion. The inforfnation required ~s easily
divided into factors which are classed as physical or mental,
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in this locality at that time. Th~ questionnaire type of
survey was believed the best method of collecting sufficient
data. The estimations of only a few teachers of the causes
of retardation of only a few children would be useless. The
subjective opinion of all the teachers from the schools in
the locality would have been most desirable.
The same information that was sought by Davis? was
desired. Any factor which might contribute tn any way to the
failure of the child to receiye promotforl should be submitted
III. COMPILATION OF DATA
The writer was interested in the schools of Huntington
County. A brief survey of the number of retarded pupils in
one consolidated school of the county indicated that suffi-
cient data could be collected by including the schools of the
city of Huntington in the survey. This was agreeable to the
purpose of the study; the writer had taught in the eity schools
and w~s ~qually int~~ested in the findings to be mad~ there.
"
The coope~atip:~ o,r't~e superintendents of the city and rura+
,
sChools' 'was requested and' very generously gi'wen•
questionnaire was arbitrarily 11mited to one page to assis t
the teachers in uarking it 0 Th:is condensation in size reqUired
a. comb ina tion of vari alS closely related traits of personality.
Tbe combina tion of the se tra its was necessary in a few instances!
because of overlapping in nsaning. The work of the references'
g1~en was therefore followed only as the material suited the
purpose of this study.
5
The value of the stu~y depenqed upon the validity of the
quas tionnaire: • WoolY' and le1'ris,,.8 Healy and Bronner, 9 I
Symonds,lO Ghartars,ll A,yres,12 Terman and Almack13 were used
as authori ties to l' the va lidi ty of tile items used. The
personali ty t rai t qU,estionnaire used by the seholarsh ip
committee of the Grain Dealers' National Mutml Fire Insuranoe
Oompany of Indianapolis was also of assistance in preparing the
list of personality trai ts.
The que stionna:1r e was prepar ed by grou.ping eac h it Em.
accar-ding to its relationship to the physical, mantal, social,
or environmental fae·tars of the child's life. 'I'm size of the
8 H. T. Wooly and Elieabeth Ferris, Diagnosis and T19at-
ment .2! Yo-unS School Failuraa. pp. 102-113.
9 -
William Heely and A. F. Bronner, Delincpents ~
Criminals. pp. 179-182.
10 ' .':. P. M,. Symonos, PSychology Diagnosis .!!! Social Adjust-
mi9nt. p. 19.' .
11 .'. '.'. .
W.W~ 0hartcs, ~ Teachi!'§ 2t Ideals. pp. 117-326.
12
. L. P. 4T1'8S', LaSs8r;ds til Our Schools. pp. 1-131.
1.3





To facilitate mrking, a singl.e che ck indicated the
ansWer to eac:h item, exce.P't in the few cases where enumeration
or remarks was necessary. The latter situati on was De oessary
in order to obtain some point s of informs. tl. on on the home
envi ronmen t.
The questionnaire as finally prepared is to be found in the
Appendix. The top SIB ces identify the child 1X> the teacher.
Physical defe cts or disease s by wh ich children migh t be handi-
capped are mmed, and the ir presence in the case of the child
can be indicated by ache ck. A tab le of twenty-three traits,
of personality is given.
Symonds bas given a list of slxteen traits of good citizen-
14Slip, and a list of twenty-eight requirements used in the
selection of mem~rs of the Nat10ml High School Honor society.15
Eliminati on of overlapping reduced the numoor to twenty-three.
The table is graduated into fiv'e degrees: very lOW, low,
av~age', @'Pod, and superior, to conform to the grouping of
intelligence as it is used by Teruan.16 A check mark indica1Bs
the degree in which any tra.i't is possessed by the child. This
list' was arrange d in alphabeti cal order, with the qualitative
values graduated ~n ascending order. The group adjustments
14 P. M. Sym<nds, "Psychological Diagnosis in Social
4djustment; •.~ pp. 136~13:7.
15, ,
Ibid •• pp. 152-154.
~
·,16, '
L. ·M. Ternan,"The: In1elligence of School Ohildren.,"
'. :
7
named~include both desirable and ~ndesirable. A check mark
indicates the presence of anyone of them.
Cert_in definite facts were required in studying the
influence of home and environmental conditions. These were
kept as few as possible, because of the difficulty of ob-
taining definite tacts; it was expected that the teachers
could more easily recall general impressions of conditions.
Selection of the group of children to be rated by the
teachers was determined by several considerations. A suffi-
cient number could be obtained by using the retarded children
of several years. It the results of the failure of the child
be studied, a lapse of time since the failure would allow the
teacher to observe the child in the new grade. A period of
three years since the date ot failure was believed to be the
least amount of time during Which the teacher could form valid
oonclusions on the adaptations of the child. The group was
therefore limited to failures during the years 1926-1933 in-
clusive.
Failure is made by SUbjects, not grades, after the sixth
year in most of the schools ot this district. Failures which
caused the child to associate with a group of children younger
than himself were used to study social adjustment or lack pt
it. ,Failure in the upper grades is not as frequent as in the
primary and elementary grades. Theretore, only the children
-whos.etailure oc.curred in graQf3s one to six were included.
~e group Was still further limited later. The county records
_ ..... 1, ~,... '. -i<.~ ." ',-'. _j '.




For this reason, three questionnaires were prepared for each
child, to be marked by three different teachers. The results
of the three questionnaires should give a more valid estimation
of the child than would the estimate of a single teacher.
The questionnaires were submitted to the teachers by the
writer in person. This was believed necessary to assure the
prompt return of the data. The marking in some instances re-
quired many hours' work by the teachers. TWo factors which
limited the amount of data returned were the absence of many
teachers, and inability to remember children who attended
sohool tor only a short time.
When finally presented to the teacher, each questionnaire
had. on it the name of the child who had failed while attending (
the school at which the teacher was employed, the year of fail-
ure, and the grade tailed. The failures were made in the grades;
8
of children previously graduated Qr eliminated. Only the
records of children enrolled during 1935-36 were available.
This was not true of the city records; the nwnber of chil-
dren trom the city schools will therefore be somewhat dis-
proportionately lar~e.
ttWhe~ two people examine an individual, they give different
estimates of the amount in which the same trait is possessed."l?
ve:J;ytew ot the ohildren have yet attended high school. For
these reasons, the questionnaires were submitted only to
.;L.~eJ]:~~rY:teachers. Principals ot grade schools were asked
" ~.,
~ "'\ " . .); , 1'1;·,,·
W. W. Oharters, m! Teaching .2!. Ideals. p. 326.
/
9
to cooperate in a few instances. .In no case was a high-school
teacher used to obtain the ratipgs.
It was desirable to know if the factors contributing
r
to retardation, as given by the tabulation of the data, agreed
wi th the theories held, by"'the teachers. These theories con-
.,,' "
'cerning failure might atsd\!'be used for purposes of comparison
with recen~ testing and measuring advances in educational
fields •
.A second brief questionnaire was prepared. Nine factors
which are considered to have a definite place in contributing
to retardation were prepared.
Mental effort, group adjustment, and industriousness were
factors used by McElwee in a study of accelera~ed, normal, and
retarded ch1ldren.18 The factors of mental ability and results
ot intelligence tests were 1naluded to secure a view ot the at-
titude of this group of teachers toward the use of intelligence
tests. The remaining factors were selected from Ayres.19
One of the second questionnaires was given to e&chteacher
marking the tirst group. The factors were a.rranged so that
the teacher could indicate, in the desired order, his estimation
otthe relative importance of the factors in contributing to
the tailttre ot the child.
18 B. W~McElwee, "A Comparison of the i'raitsot 300
Accelerated, Normal, and Retarded Children." Journal of
,'Educational Resea~ch. 26:31, September, 1932.
,19: "
'L. P. Ayres, Laggards in Our Schools. pp. 118, 121,





Ninety-seven children were fai!ed, and eighty-seven con-
ditioned or complimentarily passed, according to the city,
school record for 1933. A section of the second questionnaire
gave six possible causes of this type of passing, and the
teachers were asked t9 rank these factors, as they had done
in the case of the failures.
Table I presents a general view of the data which will
be used in the study.
The methods used in preparing the data were not satisfactory.
There was no possibility of a comparison of the frequencies
of factors with like factors 'of the unretarded group in the
same schools. The only comparisons to be made were with results
of other studies. From these comparisons, general conclusions
could be reached upon the validity of the teacher ratings.
Where marked variations exist, the causes must be indicated.
One thousand one hundred twenty-seven questionnaires were
returned for diagnosis. They included at least one rating
on each of 565 children, two on many children, and three on
comparison. One child might be marked for one trait three .
times, in the same or in different graduations on the scale.
By using a large number of estimations, a valid method for
arriving at generalized conclusions should be obtained.
If it had been possible to secure three ratings on each
Child,· an average could have been taken, and the results been
many more. In presenting the dat~, percentages were based on
the total number of possible times the factor could have been
marked. This discarded the individual child as the basis of
nBLE I
ENUMERATION OF COMPILED DATA
Number of retarded children
Questionnaires submitted
Questionnaires returned
Per cent of questionnaires
returned
Total school popula tion
Number of schools (city)












used •.. One teacher's opinion was nqt believed reliable enough.
The use of only those questionnaires giving estimations of
the same child by two or by three teachers would have limited
the data to a useless number.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION OF DATA
I. TRAITS OF PERSONALITY
The section of the questionnaire which had the most
subjectivity was scored with the most definiteness and fre-
quency. This condition may have been due to several different
factors. These should be considered with the data: teachers
feel confident of an ability to estimate traits of personality;
the teachers' knowledge of the child was limited to the mental
and personal traits exhibited in the classroom; general im- I
pressions of a personality are retained longer in the memory
than is definite knowledge of environmental, social and physical
attributes •
. Table II presents the tabulation of the personal and
mental qualities attributed to the group of 555 retarded chil-
dren. The teacher marked the degree in which each trait was
believed possessed by each child. The individual questionnaires
were then count~~~:.to obtain a composite picture which is
,....'_.~"'~ ... ~----, ...., ~....
.J"',-"-'-_.. m b1 II
/"c;' .a e •
oj /~
The range of frequencies was between 1,124 and 952, of a
total of 1,127., The data were changed from alphabetical order,
to positions: of ascending order. Figure 1 presents the line
of eentr~l ~endency, or median point on the seale.
TABLE II
FREQ.UENCY OF RATING' ON PERSONALITY SCALE
'l'raits Very Low Low Average Good Superior Total
Aggressiveness 251 550 221 16 3 1,041
Alertness 230 575 240 32 3 1,080
Application 280 534 248 54 3 1,119
Aptitudes· ~." 217 552 2:47 43 3 1,062
Attentiveness 225 530 167 52 '3 977
Carefulness 201 479 303 49 13 1,045
Cheerfulness 105 299 460 154 24 1,042
Confidence of
playmates 156 339 452 111 15 1,0'75
Consideration 97 315 517 103 11 1,043
Cooperativene ss: 111 290 504 204 15 1,124
Honesty 109 110 516 186 31 952
Industriousness 250 425 318 78 15 1,086
Intelligence 295 416 321 53 5 1,090
Leadership 253 426 321 50 7 1,057
Motor ability 188 341 379 127 20 1,055
Neatness 178 322 430 99 23 1,052
Nervous control 179 354 444 80 5 1,062
Obedience 92 235 449 183 35 995
Responsibl1ity 131 392 413 106 16 1,060
Sincerity 85 262 502 175 35 1,059
Sportsmanship 90 242 546 158 17 1,052
Sympathy 77 233 544 177 18 1,049 ~
Truthfulness 103 210 515 195 38 1,e61 tJ:o.

16
~he data for each trait are presented individually.
Possible relationships with other factors are presented~
The overlapping of personal and mental manifestations make
the consideration of'each aspect as an unrelated thing in
itself of little .value.
Honesty. ~It is impossible to measure the general trait
of honesty with any degree of definiteness, because no man
is consistently honest in every situation. ttl Despite this
statement, honesty received the highest rank on the scale.
Consideration must be given to the fact that the majority of
these children are still in elementary school. Opportunities
for dishonesty are few, and the cases of dishonesty which
occur are not of a nature to make a strong impression upon
the memory of the teachers.
Data for comparison with a control group were not avail-
able. The' placing of the median point at 4.9 points of aver-
age in the scale indicates that the retarded group does not
differ materially from the normal in honesty.
Truthfulness. Truthfulness is expected to correlate
closely with honesty. Any differentiation in a subjective
estimation of the two traits would be difficult. The vali~ity
of "each position is supported by the' other. Untruthfulness,
likewise, seems to differ very little from normal in the
retarded group.
. .. '''- ..'
17
SympathY. The median point for sympathy is only one
tenth point lower than for truthfulness. It is stilln~ar
the mid-point of average on the scale. The position of
sympathy is somewhat, doubtful, when it is compared to the
data on group adjustments. The presence of a large number
of children who are mi sfit's iIi ;t'he grade group might be ex-
".'-
pected to influence this trait. However, the teachers rank
the retarded group very close to the average in possession
of sympathy. The smallest number of cases in the "very low"
degree was given this trait.
Obedience. "Among hoth sexes, behavior problems in-
creased with the intelligence level up to about 119 I. ~.~2
This statement is supported by the results of the questionnaire (
as shown by Figure 10 The group has a low central tendency
of estimated intelligence, and a favorable tendency for the
trait of obedience.
An additional contribution would be the study of the
data received for the purpose of comparing the children of
estimated average intelligence with those of estimated low I
intelligence on the basis of traits of behavior. "There has
-,
been too much tendency to imply that the existence of pers,on-
ality and behavior deviations will impair educational achieve-
ment.,,3
a
Luton Ackerson, Childrens" Behavior Problems. p. 251.. .
3
, ~ .. H.~ ~~~ter"and Phyliss Blanchard, ! Study .Q!. ~­
cational:Achievemeil.t2!, Problem Children. p. 62.
18
~
Sportsmanship-. Some difficulty was expected in marking
this trait. Sportsmanship is so closely associated with
playground activity that it is overlooked as an aspect of
classroom work. A recognition of the rights of others is
at variance with the 'development of the child at beginning
school age. Development of this viewpoint is a part of the
social adaptation of the school. The number of children rated'
socially unadapted would be expected to lower the central
tendency of this trait.
Ackerson found at the Illinois Institute of Research in
a study of 5t OOO children t that the favorable traits increased
with age level~ and markedly so with the intelligence level. 5
The presence of the number of children of average or better
intelligence would seem to have an influence upon the rating
of sportsmanship.
Cooperativeness. Terman names the child's attitude to-
ward the teacher as an important cause of failure. 6 The child
who does things in a very sincere manner is often given
more credit that his performance warrants.? Though non-
cooperativeness may be a serious behavior problem, the teachers..
do not class this trait as of frequent occurrence in this
group of children. It is ranked sixth most favorableo
.,'. -4 Ibid.;p. 251 •
., ... 5 ,'Ibid' P 25~
~.;-, ;',1 6-....~.-J, " -.,' ItI".e
.. L. M. Terman, The Intelligence 2! School Children. p. 97.
·7 .. ·· .'
e ~., ~!~ ]~.~k,~r". ~haracteristic Differences .!!l Bright !.B!
~~~ ~:C:~~ldre.n.: C\.p .9,. ,.
19
Cheerfulness. ihere is a drqp of seven tenths of one
point from the position of cooperativeness to that of c~eer­
fulness. Two and five tenths points from the bottom of the
average scale indicates a deviation from normal.
Lowered cheerfulness in the group might be the result
of physical impairment, social maladaptation, or environ-
mental factors. This is an illustration of overlapping. The
question must be considered as to the effect of the failure.
on the cheerfulness of the child. It might be possible to
trace failure in school to the same factors which caused this
trait to be lowered.
Shannon approaches this question With the statement "All
children, both bright and dull, are destined to have some kind
of experience. Might not a school environment adapted to the
needs of the duller pupils, as well as the bright, be con-
ducive to greater happiness in th's long run 'for the greater
numbers?n8 ~is question approaches the study of retardations
in their ultimate effect on the individual.
Consideration. Consideration for others is ranked eighth
most favorable trait. Its position is interesting as a re-
flection of the tnfluence of social maladjustments. Considera-
tion should be one of the criteria of successful associati'on
with playmates. Sportsmanship is considered a closely related
trait, but its median point is 1.5 points higher in the scale
'than the median point of consideration.
,.B'J,.,:a.'; Shannon, itA Philosophy of Fundamentals. n p. 150
Ph1 Delta Kappan, Vol. 15-16, Feb:ruary, 1933.
r
\
, r ~ ,; 'f
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recognition, and may be considered as insincerity.
-
The economic and cultural status of the home
, j;. :-:~ -
Neatness.
to' 1t s actual vaiue.
,
Sincerity. Sincerity is separated from honesty and truth-
fulness in this survey. The difference of central tendencies
is material--3.3 points and 2.6 points, respectively.
Compensatory behavior patterns might influence the position
of sincerity, such as efforts to please the teacher, while
the child was unable or unwilling to grasp the learning situ-
ation. The child very early learns the value of pleasing the
teacher, and may ~luff~ to attract attention or cover in-
abilities. -The same patterns account for attempts at social
, '.,."-i...'
tion of neatness and environment. One hundred thirty-nine
1s closelyassocia4;ed with this trait. ·:Estimations of the
cultural level were believed impractical for this study. Based
on economic1nfluence only, this group rat1ng supports associa-
~ , :i
homes are classed as squalid. This number might possibly exert
Confidence 2! playmates. Confidence of playmates may be
expected to receive fairly unfavorable rating. So many traits
necessary to successful group activity are placed in the low
degree of achievement. There is considerable overlapping of
the characteristics necessary to congenial association. The
median point is very little above the low degree. The re-
tarded group is markedly below normal in this trait, according
to the teachers estimates.
21
Baker9 suggests a different i;nterpretation. He assigns
neatness an important place in causing school failures, py
its subjective influence upon the teacher. He says, "Care of
external detail is taken as symptomatic of care in mental de-
tail,· implying that lack of neatness in person suggests
mental carelessness and lack of effort by the child.
Nervous control. The line of central tendency of this
trait lies between the low and average degrees on the scale.
The same number of cases occur in the very low and low sections,
as occur in the average, good, and superior sections.
The traits under nervous control are definitely estimated
below normal in tendency. These traits are of more definite
significance to a study of retardation. The traits in which
the group approaches the normal tendencies are significant in
isolated cases. Their importance is diminished in a quanti-
tative survey.
. Nervous control implies an element of nervous maturation.
Actual cases of low or very low mentality might influence the
rating, because of the immaturity of the nervous development.
'A close relationship is therefore expected between intelligence
and nervous eontrctl.
MOtor ability. The low position of motor ability is ~n­
't~ary to expectation, when compared to the number of children
"""""'" ,. I I
who ~r~ classed as leaders in playground activity. Fifteen
boys J.ncluded 'in the group are 'at'pre'sent outstanding in high
9
Baker, ll. ill., p. 10.
22
S~veral expaanations of possib~e influences in the
position of this trait slfould be considered. WilsonlO fo;und
the use of the Binet test to be of little value in predicting (\
muscular efficiency. He would expect little correlation be-
tween muscular ability and intelligence in the children of
average or dull-normal intelligence. In the cases of children
of deficient mentality, the extent of nerwous control or
maturation. should be considered as a possibility. This would
be reflected by the degree of motor ability of the child.
MOtor ability has importance to this study for its
possible influence upon thesubj ective estimation of the
child's abilitieso ll Its unfavorable position in this study
indicates two possible conclusions. Low motor ability may
effect the estimation of the child's intelligence, or a
"
combination of the other factors contributing to failure may
produce lowered motor ability•
. ResponsibilitX· The median point of responsibility is
2.• 5 points below that for motor ability. The ten lowest traits
are grouped in.. a Ilange of 2.6 points. These ten therefore
m~ght be coneidered in their relationships to each other, as
well as to failure ..., The trait of responsibility is the result
~~ a.combination of attributes. A child capable of carrying
r.~sponsible actions to a conclusion must present other abilities
10
'J'.T~jWl1son, Learnins 2!'Bright !!!! Dull Children, p. 48.
11





to a f~vorable degJ,"ee. The presen?e of carefulness, alert-
ness, intelligen?e, and others in a still lower position, (
indicates that in the teachers' estimations these traits
are overlapping.
Ingram12 states the mentally retarded child will respond
inadequately to such social traits as dependability, while
the dull-normal is capable of more adequate adjustments. The
possible effects of sooial maladjustments due to lack of de-
pendability seem significant.
Industriousness. Presentation of these data should be
accompanied by an enumeration of the phases by which it may
etfect failure.
(1) What proportion of the children of average or better
intelligence owe their failure to laok of mental effort?
(2) To what extent are dull or deficient children passed
because of their industriousness?
. (3) How muoh of the lack of effort was due to behavior
patterns ot physical deficiency?
This stUdy makes no attempt to answer these questions,
but they should be considered in evaluating the data.
The 1mportanc." assigned to mental effort as a cr1terio~ I
ot failure is a part of the second questionnaire submitted to
the teachers. It will be presented in a separate section.
Evidence of the degree to which failure is caused by lack of
etfortinohildren of normal intelligence will be indicated.
12 C. P. Ingram, Education of the Slow Learning Child.p. 6. . .. .,. - - -,...-
\
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Industriousness is assigned t~ a position of utmost
importance in desirable classroom attitudes. Whether th~
unfavorable position of this trait in the retarded group
is a cause or a result of failure is problematical. The
data do not indicate the proportionate effect on mental
effort of low mentality, physical deficiencies, environment,
or social maladaptations, The data do indicate an unfavorable
relationship to these factors •.
Carefulness. The position of this trait is influenced by
the same considerations evident in the presentation of indus-
triousness. The data do not differentiate between cause and
effect. The retarded group is estimated to be below normal
in possession of this trait.
Leadership. Ingram13 classes leadership as a correlate
ot intelligence in Which retarded and dull children respond 'f
inadequately. The data place it 0.5 of a point above and
adjoining intelligence. The result of such proximity from a
large quantity of data indicates a close correlation of the
two traits in teachers' estimations.
Leadership is approached in a more positive manner in
the data on group adjustments. Its possible contributions to





Intelligence. The group median was point 6.0 in the
j
low degree of the scale. The per cent of each degree was:
very low, 27; low 38.2; average, 29.45; good, 4.86; and
superior, .46.
The reliability' of subjective estimates of intelligence
is questioned. Pintner14 reports a study by Whipple on this
subject. Teachers were asked to select thirty superior chil-
dren. Eleven of those selected tested below 110 intelligence
quotient. Twenty more were considered only average. Of
these six were found superior, and one tested 167 in intelli-
genceo
Low and very low intelligence are expected in a retarded
group. This survey can only indicate various factors accom-
panying low intelligence, and the possible results of re-
t~rdation upon such a group.
There is greater significance in the fact that 54.77
per cent of this group has intelligence estimated to be
average or bettero This study is an effort to discover the
factors which may cause this group to fail of promotion.
Freeman15 states that the variations of intelligence
by the Binet te st "'_are due to heredity in about two-thirds of
the cases, and the remainder to environment. Variations
in children of the same family are due entirely to heredity;
14 . "
"',:)' : ,G. 1,M.Whipple, "Classes for Gifted Children, tt In
RUdolf Pintner's Intelligence Testing, p. 273.
15" ~" .'
.... . Ffi !h Freeman, "'Heredity and Environment in the Deter-
m:tJult'10n.. ot~Intej;ligence~ft . Bulletin of School of Education,
Indiana.University, Vol o II, December-;-1954. pp. 19-27.
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the environment is practically the same. Wallin16 believes
that physical defects are the cause of seven per cent o~
educational retardation. They have an important bearing on
retardation through attendance as well as through effects
of disease and defects.
"There are many intelligent children who become re-
tarded simply because of special inability to grasp one of
the fundamental tools of learning--reading, spelling or
arithmetic--and are lost to education for the want of an
adequate analysis of the difficulty.wl? Ten questionnaires
returned from one school were marked wreading.~ The cause
was that given by Hollingsworth o
There is the possibility that many of this group were
failed for these reasons given: environmental, physical,
or special disabilities. The factors remaining for un-
successful adaptation to educational demands are personality,
or behavior patterns. The data of this section present the
frequencies assigned these traits in this group.
Huntington county schools inaugurated a testing program
in 1936. The Otis self-administering tests of mental ability
were used. The test scores were used to evaluate the re-
.
liability of sUbjective classification of the intelligence,of
children when made by classroom teachers.
16 J. E. W. Wallin, "Studies of Mental Defects and
Handicaps." Miami University Bulletin, 1924. p. 164.
17 . '
L. S. Hollingsworth, Special Disabilities~ Con-
tribute !Q Retardation in School Status. p. 54.
I
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Terman's18 classification of in~elligence in five groups
was used, as shown in Table III.
TABLE.III
NUMERICAL VALUES OF TERMS USED BY Q,UESTIONNAlRE
TO CLASS~FY INTELLIGENCE OF CHILDREN
Intelligence Terman's Classification usedquotient classification in teachers'scores questionnaire
120 - up Very superior Superior
119 - 110 Superior Good
109 - 90 Average Average
89 - 80 Inferior Low
79 - down Borderline to Very low
defective
The rating of the child's intelligence used by the
teacher was changed to the corresponding numerical values
given by Table III, and compared to the score made by the
child on the Otis test. Table IV was then compiled to
compare the accuracy of subjective opinions with actual.
test scores.




DEGREE OF VARIATION OF SCORES ACHIEVED BY 193 RETARDED
CHILDREN ON OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING TEST OF MENTAL
ABILITY AND CLASSIFICATION OF MENTAL ABILITY

















I. Q. 20-50 points
lower than Otis test score
Teachers' classitication
agreed with test score
Teachers rated child's
I. Q. 20-30 points
higher than Otis test score
Teachers rated child's
I. Q. 10-20 points
higher than Otis test score
Teachers rated child's
I. Q. 19-20 points
lower than Otis test score
The quality work expected trom the child depends largely
upon the teachers~est1mationot that child's ability. The
accuracy ot that estimation in the one hundred ninety three
cases presented was only 54.71 per cent correct. Seven-
teen and onete~th per· cent ot the cases present a marked
variatioJ;l.<fhe mo~t significant examples were the
29
cases ·.oftwo. children with test scores of 58 and I. Q,. 's
of 63, who were judged by their teachers to be of averag~
intelligence. Presumably they were retarded for failure
to perform classroom work of average acceptability. The
scores indicate they are definite borderline or defective
cases.
Good teaching procedure indicates that had the teacher's
opinions of these cases been properly checked, opportunities
for adjustments might have been revealed. The child unable
to compete in classroom work with pupils of the same age,
and the child who is equal to such work, but whose performance
is so low that remedial work is necessary, deserves more than
hit-or-miss knowledge on the part of the teacher.
Aptitudes. Aptitudes are placed below intelligence in
possession by the group. This indicates that the special
abilities of the group as a whole are limited, or that ap-
titudes were estimated only as a degree of learning readiness.
The questionnaire failed to clarify this point, and the data
lack value for that reason. A group of retarded children is
expected to have a low average for learning readiness. special!
manual abilities -~re expected to be higher, and the data
place motor ability in a much more favorable position. T~is
may alsQ be an indication of failure to discover special
abilities and interests.
Alertness. Alertness may be manii"ested in two ways:
mental ,-r:t:4- "p)lysical.. A few questionnaires carried a note
".~ ~.' .,' ,~ (
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explaining that alertness was marked in different degrees
of the scale for mental or physical performance. The
possibility of misconstruction prevents the attaching of
much value to the data. Comparison with social traits of
leadership in class or playground seems to indicate the low
pbsition of alertness was due to consideration of the mental
. (,
aspects of this trait. This is only an assumption. Inclusion
of both types of alertmess in.the questionnaire would have
presented a valuable opportunity for comparison.
Whatever conception was in the minds of the teachers,
alertness was placed only 0.8 of a point from the lowest
rank. Only thirty-four questionnaires were marked above
average in its possession. TermanlS believes' the absence of
alertness causes failure by lowering the subjective estimate I
of the child's intelligence by the teacher. Ingram20 takes
the position that lack of alertness is a manifestation of
lack of intelligence. The influence of alertness could be
emphasized if the data gave the number of failures of average
intelligence who ~re rated low in this trait.
A.pplication'. Application is considered by Terman2l and
Baker22 as anothe~ trait which leads teachers to mistaken
19
L. M. Terman, The Intelligence of School Children.
p. 96.
20 Ingram, 2.P,. ill., p. 6.
21
Terman, sre,. ill., p. 96.
22"
Baker, '.QR.. cit., p. 8.
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estimations of children. A since~e and conscientious appli-
cation to duties receives undue credit inconsideration ,for ~;.
promotion. The opposite implication is that a lack of appli-
cation may contribute unduly to failure.
The data seem to substantiate the implication, to the
extent that the group which has failed is below normal in
possession of the trait. The data cannot be compared with
Terman's23 findings of the degree of application of which
low mentalities are capable. This would require a knowledge
of the data with respect to native capacity. The degree in
which this trait is present can seem to indicate only an
unusual amount of faulty behavior patterns, or a lack of
mental capacity.
Aggressiveness. Aggressiveness and application have the
same median point. Aggressiveness consists of a combination
of traits, most of which are given in the lower part of the
table.
An important part of the study of aggressiveness is not
available; tests of the school papulation at periodic inter-
vals would give the correlation of this trait before and after
failure. The contribution of this trait to failure may be
important. The data merely place it in an unfavorable
position. Educational sociology would find more important
the effect of failure on a~gressiveness.
·23 . '. Terman, .2l?. c it., p. 96- 90/,.
I
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The social implication of the data on aggressiveness
in this group is emphasized by the scoring in Table II. ! Only
nineteen cases of a total of 1041 are marked as having better
than average possession of this trait.
Attentiveness. 'Attentiveness was rated lowest of the
twenty-three traits on the scale. The median point is 4.8.
Half of the 977 cases were placed in the very low and half
of the low degrees.
The data reveal an interesting condition in connection
with honesty, obedience, and attention. These three traits
are very closely related to school discipline. They received
the least number of checks on the questionnaires. This does
not prove any condition, but does seem to indicate that per-
sonal characteristics are not impressed upon tpe mind of the
teacher with equal permanence.
II. PHYSICAL DEFECTS
The list of physical deficiencies placed on the ques-
tionnaire was limited. The familiarity and recognition of
other defects would have been of value to the study, but
sChool teachersar.e not expected to be trained in health or
medical work. Possible glandular, internal, or sense dis-
turbances were not included because of the difficulty of
detection. .
:.tt.!~ has been. demonstrated th,at physical defectiveness
had an important and distinct bearing on the progress of




Thirteen deficienciesmind, environment, or organic defects.
and defects are given in detail.
The seleotion of such a small number of physical char-
24
Ayres, .2.P.. ,c1 t., p. 131.
acteristics was determined upon because of the period of years
which had elapsed since most children had been under the
observation of these teachers. Only defects leaving a lasting
impression on other individuals were believed to be of value.
In spite of this precaution some of the items of physical
deticiencies were almost valueless, if a remark made by one
teacher, and later repeated by others, was to be believed.
This was a statement that a child bad suffered from a chronic
a1lment, b~ the teacher had never d1scovered the cause.
25
. J. N. Mallory, A study ot the Relation E!~
Phls1oa~ D,etects to ACh1e;vement:- p:-75•
.". ...
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childre:n. n24 "Physical defects both directly and indirectly
oonstitute a cause of backwardness in achievement. n25 Wal~in26
gives the estimate of one writer who s~ys that physical de-
tects and disabilities are the cause of seven per cent of peda-
gogioal retardation, five per cent of elimination, and five





This series of quotations is given to emphasize the·
importance of physical factors to the diagnosis of failure
in school. The data will be presented with the same purpose
as the section on personal characteristics--to indicate the
validity of the data ,by comparison with other studieso
Nutrition. In 1931, the White House Conference on Child
Health and Protection estimated the number of undernourished
children in the United States at 1,000,000. The percentage ;{
ranged from 60 per cent in parts of Alabama to 4 per cent
in good communities. 28
Table V indiCates the process used to obtain measurements
of comparison. Three hundred seventy-nine cases marked mal-
nutrition comprise 33.54 per cent of the possible total. For
purposes of·comparison, 33.54 per cent of the total of 565
pupils gives 190 pupils undernourished o The data are in such
form that this method seems the most valid for purposes of
presentation. To extend the data farther, the 190 children
.~
are 3.92 per cent of the school population of 4853 pupils.
The result shows 3.92 per cent of malnutrition of the total
school population, found in a group of 11.6 per cent of the
total.
These data indicate the agreement of the teachers wit~
the statement of Terman and Almack, "Adequate nutrition is
28
White House Conference on. Child Health and Protection.




Defective Total Per cent of Per cent of
factor marked possibilities school population
Nutrition 379 33.4 3.92
Weight 305 27.0 3.15
Eyes 212 18.8 2.19
Speech 184 16.3 1.89
Teeth 131 11.6 1.36
Height 116 10.3 1.19
Ears 65 5.77 .68
Limbs 17 1.5 .16
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the foundation of healthy growth, apd the lack of it is the
most productive cause of low vitality which favors tuberc~losis
and other diseases. n29 According to the White House Conference
reference given, this group of 11.6 per cent of the total D<
school population eontai~s nearly all of the undernourished
children to be found in those schools. 30 Though this would
indica~e the presence of malnutrition in the group, the data
could not be considered valid•. The cri terla for undernourish-
ment used by the teachers would be of value in interpreting
the data.
Weight. "It is acknowledged that weight alone is not
a satisfactory criterion of nutrition, except in a general
way, but may be used as a convenient general index. n31 The
relative frequency of marks received by weight and nutrition
is comparatively close, 379 to 305, but the difference indi-
cates that weight was not used as the only criterion for
malnutrition.
Devia ti on of th is group from the normal could bELOb-
tained from health records ~f the entire body of schools
surveyed. ' These records are made but were not available at
the time the study ~JIlas rrade.
29" L.M. 'ferman and J. C. Almack, ~ Hygiene of the
School Child. p. 46.
,_ ;. 30, Jlhl.:t'~ "H,o!1se ,Conference on Child Realth and Protecti on,
See~ionIII, ~ 1931, p. 397.
'.' ",' 31, 'Economic Trends ,and the Weight" of Children. It School
and' S()ciety~ Vol.' 39," pp. 25102. February 24, 1934.
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rectable eye defects.
With surveys differing so widely in findings, there is
some indication that local conditions will be a deciding
factor in the presence of defective vision.
In rating the influence of physical defects on school
progress, Mallory35 presents the following list:
32 "Th~ Relation of Certain Physical Defects in Children
to their.Progress in School." Illinois Normal School, No.8,
September, 1918. pp. 5-9.
33 Time Educa~ional Supplement. April 20, 1935. p. 4~o
34 White House Conference on Child Health and Protection.
Section IV B. 1933. p. 4.
35 R. V. Merry, Problems ~ ~ Education ~ Visually
Handicapped Children, p. 7.
36 ' "" . . . "
". J. N. Mallory, A Study of'the Relation of Some Physical









This is based on the assumption that compensatory action by
the eyes will take place. The .implication is that the eyes
may suffer as a result, and this is a substantiation of the
findings of the American Youth Commission for ages 16 to 24. 37
Speech. Sixteen and three tenths per cent of the total
responses indicated defective speech. This is 1.89 per cent
of the entire school group. A careful analysis supports the
validity of this finding. The obviousness of most speech
defects makes their detection more simple than defects of
eye or ear •
. Speech defects are divided into three classes: stuttering,
phonetic defects, and the speech of mental defectives. 38 All
three classes are expected in a large group of retarded chil-
dren. Ayres39 states that many defects disappear with growth
and age. This woul~ seem especially true in certain classes
of speech defects. Fifty-three per cent of these children .
37. .
Time Educational Supplement. April 20, 1936. p. 46.
38 G• L. Hilleboe, Finding ~ Teaching Atypical Children.
p. 20
39 Ayres, 2I!.. ill., pp. 122-3.
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were failed in the first grade, and 85 plus per cent in
the first three grades. Speech defects, especially phon,etic
defects of immaturity, could be expected at the time of
retardation.
The extent to which immaturity, as indicated by de-
'I
fective speech, causes retardation in the primary grades is
vital to this study. It could only be made by comparing ~
the present data with those cQllected on the normal group
at the same periodo
Defective speech seems to be a contributing factor to
"
failures when compared toWallin's40 survey of St. Louis.
Two and eight tenths per cent of 89,057 children had speech
defects. The writer's findings present l6.3 per cent of
speech defects in a group of 11.6 per cent of the total X
school population, or 1.8 per cent defects for the whole.
This amount is disproportionate.
Teeth. Eleven and six tenths per cent of the total ques-
tionnaires received checks for defective teeth. In comparison,
the American Youth Commission41 found 50 per cent of 5,000,000
people of ages 16 to 24 to have various teeth defects. Mallory42
"'----------
40 Wallin, ,2;2. m., ppo 126-7.
41 ." . ,
Time Educational Supplement. April 20, 1936. p. 4&.
i"
42 .
.:' :.... Mallory, 2R,• ..£!l. J' p. 75.
~". " \ -, j
-,: I J .: ~ \ 1
,. ,1
,,, ~,. '., • f _.\
'. 1 ~ ,.. .,." :,"
40
tound defective teeth to be a greater handicap to children,
through contributing effects, than defective tonsils or
eyes.
The data presented here must have some qualifying state-
ments. There is no m~ans ot discovering the criteria used
tor estimating the defects. School children of this age are
getting their permanent teeth. Cavities and misplaced teeth
are very common. The data seem- to indicate that only mal-
tormations received the notice of the teachers.
Weight. Weight occupies a much less favorable position
in -Table V than does height. Twenty seven per cent of this
group ot e~ildren were estimated to be deficient in weight,
mOre than twice the estimated height deficiency. When these
two deficiency groups are interpreted in terms of the total .
school population, it appears that a small group of children
furnishes an unfavorable condition to society, without con-
sideration of the additional height and. weight deficiencies
of chil~~en ot-normal educational progress. No s1iudies were
~ \ ~ . .
available of thee' correlation to be expected between height
and w~1gh~·detic'1en'c:i:es in children.
_~ :,.•. :' ~::;. .; '! ':'; r'~
41
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Ears. Defective hearing was present in 65 cases, 5.77
per cent of the total returned. A comparison with other'
studies shows a discrepancy which may be due to local factors,
or failure of the teachers to discover deficiencies actually
present.
The Western Illinois Normal SChoo143 survey found 15 per
cent of the children had defective hearing. The White House
Conference of 193544 estimated 20 per cent of the handicapped
children of the United States have defective hearing. This
is a total of 2,000,000, thirty times the amount of visual
defectiveness.
Such a wide variation creates uncertainty as to the
validity of the data of this study.
Limbs. The presence of crippled children in the class-
room or school should create an impression which would assure
the validity of this data. The obviousness of the deformity
is in contrast to the difficulty in detecting most physical
defects.
The che:clts numbered seventeen, 1.5 per cent of the total.
I
Local factors should be considered in the effect of this con-
dition on failure. There is no census of these schools which
would reveal the number of crippled children in the normal
t
;
i group. The causes of the deformities would be necessary
~
" __ , 43t'Th~.Relation ,of Certain~hyslcal Defects in Children
to',:,;:1hefr..Prog:tless ;in School." Illinois Normal School, No.8.
September, 1918. pp. 5-9.
44
, White House Conference on Child Health and Protection.
SectlonIV B, 1~33. p. 4.
42
section. County-wide free diphtheria vaccination is
45 White House Conference on Child Health and Protection.
S~ctio:n I.V~", 1933.p. 4.
~6 H~B~ ,Act,The Care, Cure; and Education 2.!~
Crippled Child .,'P."""6i.- .
This.
in forming any conclusions on this factor. Infantile
paralysis was marked only twice on the questionnaires.
seems to eliminate this disease as a causal factor in the
majority of cases. A case study of each of the limited number
of cases would be the only satisfactory approach to a study
of this group of children.
The White House Conference of 193345 estimates 300,000
crippled children in the Unite~ States. Abt46 places the
number at 264,276 and says that, "'While this number seems
fairly constant, conditions in various localities will alter
the proportion.-
Diseases. Diseases enumerated were thpse expected to
contribute to physical deficiencies. Three diseases were
added by teachers. Sores were added in five cases, all for
children of one family. This section was not expected to ty/"
be accurate, except in cases of pronounced lasting effect.
The.result justified the use of this section. Each case
checked for scarlet fever was checked for eye defects. The
same was true in the case of infantile paralysis and crippled
limbs.














periodically used. The death rates per 100,000 in the United
States for scarlet fever and diphtheria are 3.8 and 2.1 re-
spectively.47 This is a difference of 1.7 persons per
100,000.
III. SOCIAL .~USTMENT
The primary purpose of this study was to observe the
effects of retardation on the social adaptations of the child.
~7 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Statistical
BUlletin, Vol. 16, June, 1935.
y
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Reliance upon the subjective opini9ns of the teachers in
rating social conditions is based. on Hilleboe48 and
Kennedy-Fraser. 49 .
Comparison of the social traits of two groups of re-
tarded children is difficult. The basis of retardation for
the two groups may be very dissimilar. Therefore the data
will be presented without numerous comparisons. Possible
causal factors will be included to assist the evaluation of
the data.
Instead of using a rating scale, as in the case of the
personality traits, both positive and negative adaptations
were used to furnish a comparative basis for the group itself.
There are no comparisons with the normal group available;
the finding of positive and negative adaptations was believed
to be the most satisfactory apprQach.
Social adaptations are not isolated traits, but the
result of combining many traits in a manner which leads to /J\C...
successful associations with playmates.
The cases which have made unsuccessful adaptations will
be considered relative to data presented in other parts of
this study.
Evidence of faulty behavior patterns was expected to
be more clearly recognizable by the teachers if time were
allowed for observation since the failure. ffIt seems certain
·48
Hilleboe, ~. ~., pp. l~l53.
49 K~ri~edy;'Fraser, ~.cit" ~ pp .40-45.
45
view.
that emotional conditioning with a ~earning situation may
p. 62.
~() P,awter, and Blanchard, on " cit,01.... ~•.,_.,
;~J('
cause a special disability, which in turn may lower achieve-
ment as a scholar; the school failure in turn may produce
. 50
undesirable compensatory behavior patterns." The suggestion
of this point is that ,maladjustments which are regarded as minor,
may become of major importance, and so be more easily detected.
seem to indicate a satisfactory situation from that point of
§!! adjustment. Table VII gives the frequencies of marks
upon sex adaptations, and the per cent of each in relation to
the questionnaires returned. The children who failed most
recently are in primary and intermediate grades. Play in
these is usually designed to accustom the children to equality ~
and lack of selfconsciousness between the sexes. The data
There is no apparent connection between failure, and
playing with the opposite sex, except as it indicates the
presence of other factors. Factors involved may be mental,
personal, or environmental. The small percentage of pupils ~
who habitually play with the opposite sex seems to be favorable
in this group.
Between the ages of six or ·seven, and fourteen to sixteen,
which period includes most of the numbers of-the group studfed,
1
the nOrmal psycho-sexual developmentls the homo-sexual or ¥




sex is to be expected. This stage of development progresses
wittr pubescence to ..that of phantasying, before an interest in
the opposite sex i~ entirely normal. 5l
Class homoseneity.. The three factors of group adjustment,
and of playing with children of other ages, are a general
51 W• V• Richmond, "An In~roduction to Sex Education."
~pp.. 17.1-174.
f . overview of the child. The teache~s expressed a purely
subjective summary of the personal and social adaptation~
of the child.
47
The number of children who were estimated to be socially
maladjusted is large. The fact that 53.28 per cent of the
failures occured in the first grade of school may account for
the fact that 7.73 per cent more pupils were misfits in their
grades before failure than after failure. The data do not
present the proportion of failure in the first grade which was
due to inability to share in the activities of the group.
The fact that the failure of the child corrected the social
adjustment of the child to a slight degree leads to two further
points of interest. In what way did the failure benefit the
child, and why were not more children benefited by the process
of retardation?
The importance of failure in contributing to social dif-
ficulties is seen in the large number estimated as misfits in ;X
the group after failure. This number would be decreased by
sUbtracting the number who were misfits both before and after
'"failure. It would still be 10 per cent of the entire groupo
Shannon52 would base homogeneous grouping on social age
~ ,)(
alone. Symonds~~ Would have the individual prepared to tak~
his,place in society. Either would object to the implications:
52,. . ,.... J.R. Shannon, "A Tale of Two Tin Cans. WI School and
Society, Vol. 41, January-June, 1935, pp. 194-196.
5$




The criteria used by the teachers in marking leadership
on the playgro~4 .are doubtful. The factor should have been
more cle~rtY ~efi~ed in the questionnaire. fo illustrate the
difference: one boy ~t this group was seleoted by his team
were provided by failure in a previous grade.
Failure has placed 12.0 oases below their proper sooial
level. Whatever the oause of the failure, these children
associate with older children from another grade. This group
of children would be probably the best for purposes of follow-
up study to supplement this survey. They are estimated to be
retarded in grade. A study of the personality and social
causes made would be ot real value.
,.
with a group of ohildren of eqmal mental and sooial age but
lower chronol~gioal age. The more rapid advancement of the
group will require retardation at more or less regular in-
tervals for the child who is being oonstantly outgrown
mentally and sooially. This common occuranoe seems to apply
to the group of ohildren who seek still younger playmates than
round in 19.69 per oent of a group Qf children being
sooially maladjusted. The prooess of retardation has ap-,
parently not solved this problem in this group.
Sooial retardation is exhibited in habitually playing
wi th younger ohildren~ This is frequently the first indioa- t(
tion that the ohild is not aohieving the proper adaptations.
:11 Twelve and forty-two hundredths per cent of the group ex-
,\
~ hibited this trait.
-'I
;j





mates, ·.on one of the state t s outste.ndingbasketball teams,
as the most valuable player. Yet.a boy who was five year,s
younger, and had been accelerated in school, was selected
team captain.
Wilson54 finds that the Binet test gives only slight
assu~anoe of the quality of performance of any task, and even
more tincertainty where the performance involves gross muscular
movement. The playground activities are directed at big
muscle exercise, and the conclusion seems to be that mental
levels have slight relation to playground performance.
The data become more significant to the purpose of the
study if actual leadership-was the oriterion used. Leadership
and intelligence are closely related. 55 This group contains
a large proportion, 34.8 per cent, estimated to have average
or better intelligence.
Eight and forty-three per cent were marked leaders on
the playground. Compared with either criterion used, this
proportion seems low. Wilson56 would expect to find little
differenoe between the retarded and normal groups on the
basis of muscular ability. Ingram57 would expect evidences
of leadership from the group having normal intelligence.
54 Wilson, Q.E.. ill·, -p. 48.
55
Ingram, 2R,. cit., p •. 6.-
56 Wilson, Q;E.. ill·, 48.p.
57
Ingram, 2,E..,eit., p • 7.
. ~ .~
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Failure is usually employed in.an effort to improve
class work. This method seems to have failed to produce '
leaders in the class. The 27 cases marked constitute 2.4
per cent of the questionnaires marked, and 0.29 per cent
ot the total populati9n of the schools. The result bas been
very limited in terms of outstanding scholastic improvement
through repeating the work of a grade.
IV. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
The section Of the questionnaire dealing With home
environment contained eight parts. These were separated
into sixteen spaces for responses by check or enumeration
A larger number of combinations was obtained to deal with
tactors necessary to this survey. They were not specifically
requested by the questionnaire, but could be obtained from
the data given. These factors were then placed in nine. groups
for ~resentation.
Economic status ot the home. The number of children from-----............... --- - - -
homes of poor Icomomic status was slightly larger than from
average homes. These data are interesting, but this factor
detracts tromtheiro use. They cannot be compared to data on
~he homes of the remainder of the school population, as estimated
by the'same standards. The data will be used chiefly in evalu-
at-ing "the ,other fs.ctors ot this section.
,): ':, }i~~e, :~re preselltation of the data on the home status is
~, ....".. ",'..,. •... _~ ~"',. ":. " . .
not sUfficient tor the purpose of this stUdy. Though the data
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TABLE VIII
. ECONOMIC STATUS OF HOMES
Number Per cent oftotal, 1127
Poor 459 44.88
Averag~. 433 41.43
t Squalid 139 13.31
(.
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themselves are not authoritative enough 'for final conclusions,
the inclusion of this item in the questionnaire is justifiable.
Palmer58 made a follow-up study to an earlier study to
determine the effect of the economic depression on the weights
of children. "Most important of all would be a rating scale
of the family, showing not only the economic and cultural
level, but also the adequacy of parental care and control."
!his latter is of course, of major importance in case studies.
It re~~rdation is s~ud1ed in view of its possible effects on
.he child, the app;oaoh 1s equally important here.
~ .
'0,-.. palmer, Growth~~ Economic Depression.
!~pl~C n'~~lh ~~por'. ·40:1~77, October 20,1933. School





Queen59 finds rebellion by the' child at unfavorable eco-
nomic comparisons. This rebellion produces behavior patterns
which may influence school achievement.
Broken homes. The data on the per cent of homes tor the
~
normal group are not available for purposes of oomparison.
Queen60 states that the number of broken homes correlates with
some looal factor, rather than ,with some faotor in a large area.
The difference between homes broken by death and those broken
by separation agrees very closely with the findings of Slawson,a
who found a much larger percentage due to death than separation.
He did not find the number constant, however.
In Juvenile Court Statistios of 1930,62 the Children's
Bureau presented data on 53,000 cases from the courts of 83
cities. Twenty-three per cent were from homes broken by
death, and 10 per oent from homes broken by separation. Heal'y
and Bronner63 have the same general findings.
The oontribution to failure may be varied. The orphan
is considered unfortunate from an economio standpoint. In-
fluences on the personality of th~ chila maybe of more.
," .59 S. A. Q.ueerl-, and W. B. Bodenhafer, and E. B. Harper ,.
S9~i~1 Organization, alld Disorsanization. p. 159.
60 '
", ','. ,Queen, Bodenhafer, Harper, ,2R.. !!l., p. 170.
~lJ.' Slawson, "The Delinquent ~oy." (1926). p. 366.
Q,ueen, Bf>denhafer, Harper, .~!. oit., p. 171•
. ~.
62 '" .
Juvenile Court statistics, 1930. p. 8. Queen,
liodenha.tel", Harper, $. cit.;, p.17l.
63 .
, W1ll1am Healy and A.F'. '''ronner, Delinquents and
0Fim1nals. , p.l21. ;: , -




Jl..! By death 133 11.8~!
~!
~'1
Father dead 91 8.07f)
"1«





Both dead 8 .71Ii
11 Separated or
I divorced 50 4.44<1I
I




importance. ~ueen64 says that it is the failure of the survi-
vor to meet the parental situation; the child may attempt to
dominate the home; step-parents may be unsympathetic; relatives
may ~ntervene, and incur the jealousy ot the child.
~ 2! family. Many questionable answers were dis-
carded. The replies were frequently given with a question
mark added to denote uncertainty. The data presented in the
tables are only those answers given by the teachers with a
reasonable degree of certainty. The number of brothers and
sisters living and dead will be presented separately.
6'4:




























~u~stonets st~ty is useful in comparing these data with
~.,etardat1on.
·'fhe.variabilityof intelligence does not change
noticeably with increase in size ot tamily in this
~: res~~ch. .Itther~ is a negative relation between
economic status and size of ff!.mily, then the children
or: ..,h1gl:lQrdinal number wi 11 be of lower average
TABLE X
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FAMILY
54
.
The data do not present a normal curve for a decreasing
number in the la1rge families; the number remains almost con-
stant. An av~age of 4.95 per family is reached by using
ea.Ch questi~1Ulaire as a possible opportunity to score, as
was done.f'or the traits of personality•.,
The large number of cases in which retarded children be-
long to families having six or more children is significant •
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The data on the number ot brothers and sisters dead











NUMBER OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS DEAD
intelligence not because they are later born, but
because they ar
5
e drawn trom tamilies ot lower
social scale. 6
This latter is elso closely associated with the ordinal
positions ot the tailues. Another section will be used to
present these data.
p~ov~d very unsatistactory. Many responses were question
marks. The results are given to show the neglect commonly
given to a tactor sociologically valuable in the diagnosis
ot problem children. A case study of living children re-
quires knowledge ot~dead siblings, and their manner ot death•
.~is is especially true in a study ot typical children. Oon-
ge~ital disease or deticiencies, parental adjustments and
,cono:mic condition ot the home may g1ve added knowledge lbt







Ordinal positions and freguencies. The data giving
, .
the number of brothers and sisters in the same family were
compiled in three tables, giving as many different views of
the family as possible. The data were limited by the large
number of questionable responses.
TABLE XII
BROTHERS AND SISTERS, OF THE CHILD FAILED
Number
Brothers Brothers Sisters Sisters
older younger .older younger
1 243 216 304 222
2 179 103 109 95
3 64 36 53 39
4 37 1 18 14
5 6 1 13 6
6 5 0 3 3
The number of cases is the same in Table XII as in Table
IX. In place of the number alone, the older and younger sib-
lings are enumerat~d.The failed child had more older than
younger siblings in eleven cases, and equal numbers in the .
twelfth. Most of the cases had one or two siblings either
older or younger. Table XII also presents a clearer view of
















Thurstone66 believes that children of high ordinal
position are not subnormal in intelligence because of their
o::HUnal positiQBs. by subnormality is due to birth in )<'
tamilies in which low cultural and economic levels frequently
may be accompanied by numerous children.
Table XIII presents the ordinal position of the child
tailed. The first position may be disproportionate. The
cas,8s ~n which 'no mark was given to any item in the





environmental group were not used; .this may have meant the
sUbject was the only child of the family. It probably in-
dicated unfamiliarity with the number of brothers and sisters.
Frequencies of first ~~~. There were 251 cases,
22.27 per cent of the' total returned, Who were the youngest Chil-
dren in the family. By comparing this figure with Tables VIII,
X, and XIII, an indication of the eoonomic force in sooial
factors is apparent. The size of the family influences or is
an indication of the economic and cultural level of the home.
Thurstone67 refers to a study by ~oodenough and Eeahy68 in
which the latter found the youngest child group had no ap-
preciable difference in behavior traits from other children.
The data of this study differ also in the frequency with
which oldest children are included. There were 93 eases
recorded, 14.02 per cent fewer than the number of youngest
children. Thurstone69 has found that the first born were
problem children with a disproportionate frequency. The
group was composed of problem children in the educational
sense, though not necessarily in their manner of behavior.
~u~en70 thinks that the arrival of the second child presents
a vital problem of'social adaptation.
67 1!!!., p. 81.
68 Ibid., p. 81. Goodenough and Leahy, "The Effect
01' Certain Family Relationships on the Development of Per-
sonality." Peda60gical Seminarl~~ XXXIV, 1987, p. 45-71
69
Thurstone, .2R.. c1 t., p. 25.
'10 Q,ueen, Bodenhafer, and Harper, .2R..' 01t., p. 146.
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One fact may contribute to the. weighing of these data.
Most of these children are in the elementary grades. It.is
pDobable that more children will be born to many of the
parents. The number of cases now considered last born will
be decreased. This tact will also influence Tables X, XI,
and XIII. The size of the families will be increased in all
likelihood.
Failures in the~ family, Table gy. There were 359
cases, 31.85 per cent, who had brothers or sisters fail in
school. The cases in the group stUdied, with their siblings,
total 1,189. The average for those families in which more
than one child failed was 3.31 failed. There were 68.15 per
cent of the cases that had only one 'failure in the family.
Thirty-one and eighty-five hundredths per cent averaged 3.31
children failed in each family.
TABLE nv









Defectives, Table XV• .A summary was made of five items
from the questionnaire Which told of mental defectives in'
the tamily. This table presents a means of comparing these
cases with the data of the entire group.
The child which ~s the sUbject of the questionnaire un-
doubtedly was the defectiva member of the family in some
cases. This is obvious from the fact that 57 per cent of the
sUbjects were of very low estimated intelligence. The most
significant point of this table seems to be the average size
01' the families p0ssessing mentally defective members. .This
average size of the families of the retarded group was 4.95
children in eaoh family, compared to an average of 5.6 chil-
dren in the group containing mental defectives. This seams
to be a significant variation in terms of hereditary factors.
A much larger number came from average or poor homes than from
squalid ones•
. Crimes ~ delinquencies. Table XVI presents important
differenoes from Table XV. The distribution of intelligenoe
is almost equal. The 4.3 children per family is lower than
the group average. The greatest variation is in status of
the home, where chi..).dren from squalid home conditi ons are
nearly equal to those from poor, and those from average home's
are nearly free from delinquencies. The small number of broken
home.s agrees with the studies of Shaw an.d MOKay'll in Chicago,
who found that broken homes have little effect upon delinquency.
'/1
-Report on Causes of Crime." pp. 264-284. Queen,
B.0denhater, and Harper, p. 192.
TABLE XV
SUMMARY OF EIGHTY-ONE Q,UESTIONNAIRES ON WHICH MENTAL
DEFICIENCIES IN THE FAMILY WERE INDICATED
Children in family Physical Crime or
Status of In,telligence defects delinquency
the Home of subject Number of Number of among in family
children families family'




PhysicalStatus of Intelligence Crime or
the home df sUbject Number of Number of
defects delinquency
children families amon~ in familyfami y .-
Poor • • • 22 Very low •• 14 2 • · · · · · · .10 23 63.• · · · · · · • 8Squalid .20 U>W • • . • 13 4 • · · · · · · • 95 . · · · · · · · 2Average .' 4 Average • • 18 6 • · · · · · · • 27 • · · · · · · • 6Broken •• 2 8 • · · · · · · • 39 • · · · · · · · 010 • · · · · · · • 1
TABLE XVI
SUMMARY OF FIFTY-THREE Q.UESTIONNAIRES ON WH[CH CRIMES
OR DELINQ.UENCIES IN THE FAMILY WERE INDICATED










The number of cases is 53, 4.7.per cent of the total
group. This applies to the entire family, and not necessarily V
to the child itself, so there is no check upon the group to
compare it with the figures of the Committee on Delinquency.72
This agency found in 1928 that almost one per cent of the
children of juvenile age in the United states came before the
courts of delinquents. Local factors seem to be of influence
in this respect, as Huntington founty in 1935 had forty-nine
ohildren in state institutions for delinquents. 73 This is
0.77 per cent of the school population of the entire county.
Healy and Bronner74 have found no correlations between
physical findings and delinquencies, except among girls.
called over-development shows a slight tendency to be above
normal in this case. Richmond explains this as the result of
early adolescenoe with its accompanying inoreases in stature,
weight and fr.equent maladjustment of sex impulses. 75 Defects
were present in 5 per cent more cases among delinquents than
among defectives. The per cent for the entire group is not
available.
72
White House,Conference on Child Health and Protection.
1931. p. 342..; - -
"73
Indiana aoard of state Charities, Bulletin 221, June,
1935. p. 28.
74 . .
. 'William Healy and A. F. Bronner, Delinquents~
Cr1m.ina1s. p. 208.
"d" ',t .. '
.7~ w. ·V~ 1l1ohmond, An-Introduction to Sex Education.
p.171. .--
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V. GRADE OF FAILURE
Non-promotion in the first grade supplied 53.28 per cent
of the children of the group.
TABLE XVII
FREQUENCY OF FAILURES BY GRADES
FOR 565 CHILDREN
Per cent ot Per centGrade Number ot schoolfailures popula. tion
1 301 53.28 6.19
2 94 16.64 1.92
3 90 15.93 1.86
4 51 9.03 1.05
5 20 3.52 .41
6 9 1.59 .019
. Total 565 11.7
Table XVIII gives a related study made of 107 pupils reterred
to psychological clinics because of academic failure.
Mental immaturity is frequently the cause given tor first
grade failure. !he rite of failure tor this cause in Table
mIJ: is slightly. less than half the total per cent ot failures
,~. , ',".
in7able XVII. We cannot differentiate between the number ot
cases of immaturity and other causes in Table XVII, but the
r .'
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77 -First Grade Progress in South Carolina Elementary





















FACTORS RELATED TO MALADJUSTMENTS
IN SCHOOL
relationship seems to be an important factor in failure in
the first grade.
The data are valid for use in determining the actual \\
grade proportion of failure in this school system. The rates
of failure shown are for the perio~of 1928-33' inclusive, a
total of six years. This is' in contrast to the examples given
by the Elemantary School Journal. South Carolina in 1932 had
a ye~rly retardation rate of 10.7 per cent;77 a Peabody
76·'
R. F. Stre~t, ~aotors Related to Maladjustment in









College field study reported 16 pe~ cent retardation in the
first grade, and 8 to 10 per cent retardation in other
grades. 78
~s ~.t "Non-Promotion in Elementary Schools."
Field Study No. -4. George Peabody College for Teachers.
The purpose of the second questionnaire has been ex-
plained as an effort to correlate the theories of failure
with the actual practice used on this same group of children.
The point of central tendency will be used to ,rank the nine
factors used. The totals for each factor vary; not every




separation of mental ability and tests e~cept a possible
distrust of the latter.
The points of interest of Table XIX are the first and
last factors. The method of determining mental ability is
not given; it does not seem to be by use of mental tests. It
may be questioned whether mental ability was interpreted as
educational achievement. There seems to be no reason for the
cases to the extent of producing leaders in the class. Data
on the class grades were availabl~ for most of the rural
Lack of mastery of SUbject fundamentals was only a few
points below mentai ability. The child is failed if a
-ground work- of fundamentals is not prepared. The data show
! that the ,result has been sucessful in .24 per cent of the

69
~~.', ." . I ;. j ' '"
theory in failure as a basis for ~astery of subject fundamentals.











2 4 7 6 3 12 61
9 11 3 2 5 1 0 0
7 444 8 9 3 0
4 5 6 12 6 65 0
1 4 7 8 14 4 3 0
o 0 0 2 0 2 21 17
1 0 0 5 3 5 5 23
Importance as contributing factor
1 234 5 6 789
Frequency
16 13 5 2


















Note: The nine items were ranked by the teachers in
comparative importance as factors influencing retardation.
The frequency show~s the number of times each value was
assigned. Sixteen-questionnaires placed mental ability as
the factor,pfmost importance; thirteen placed it as of














AVERAGE GBADES OF 171 CHILDREN
SINCE FAILURE
Mental eftort 1s given oonsid~ration as an important
t'aotor. The broadest use ot this term inoludes patterns, ot
behavior producing maladaptations with learning situations.
Sickness, physical detects, and mental and social immaturity
are rather closely g~ouped but not rated as ot great importanoe.
Outside activities and intelligenoe tests are near the bottom
Conditioning or complimentarily passing nearly equaled'
tailing on One occasion in the city schools. This was un-
toreseen when the study was ,planned. A preliminary investi-
ga~10n, was possible, and the importance ot this development
could 'not be overlooked. 8hildren who have tailed are passed
'.
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to the next grade. The considerations which Cause this passing
are vital. There appear to be reasons why the failure 'is con-
sidered of less importance than the advancement of the child.
These reasons for arbitrarily moving the child to the next
grade might indicat~ recognition of various disadvantages in
failure, and place educational achievement in a position of
subordinate importance. The data present the findings by the
same method used for Table XIX and Figure 2.
Inability to learn is given as the chief reason for
passing pupils regardless of achievement. The five other
factors,are all rated in the lower half of the scale. This
seems to indicate that the soeial and physical faetors in-
cluded do not receive much consideration. The child is com-
pelled to repeat a grade, no matter what group, sex development,
or age difference exist between himself and the new group.
The even distribution shown in Table XXI illustrates the
wide variation among teachers concerning this practice.
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TABLE XXI
FREQ.UENCIES OF EVALUATION CONTRIBUTING TO
CONDITIONI~G OR COMPLIMENTARILY PASSING
Note: The six items were ranked by the teachers
in comparative importance as factors influencing
conditioning ,or complimentarily passing children.
The frequency shows the number of times each value
was assigned, Seven questionnaires placed age as
the factor of most importance; five as second in
importance; eleven as third in importance, and the




'1 2 3 4 5 5
Age 7 5 11 7 9 2
Size 3 8 5 8 8 10
Sex developmen"t, 2 5 5 12 8 9
Adjustment'tc)"group 7 10 7 4 7 7
Mental ability 13 7 5 4 2 5
3'~"...... c...









In this sense, the sthdywhich determines failure in school.
I. METHODS OF PROCEDURE AND PRESENTATION
teacher's evaluat~onof the child, not the child himself,
presents the factors which the teachers plaoe in an unfavorable
position, contributing to failures the teachers themselves have
~e questionnaire used was believed adequate, but in a
tew instances misinterpretations were found to have been
possible. The data on aptitudes leadership, and leadership
on the playground were nearly valueless for this reason.
The quantity of data were limited by their collection
during the summer months. Nearly 100 per cent return could
have been obtained by securing the cooperation of the school
superintendents during the school term.
Because of the varying number of estimates received on
different ohildren, the data oould not be presented on a child
average basis. The method of presentation used was a survey
of teachers' estimates. It has more value to this study as a
general survey of the factors contributing to the failure of
children than would the original method. It often is the
"'.
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II. TRAITS OF PERSONALITY
Figure 2 indicates the undesirable traits which may have
influenced the teacher to fail the child. Their significance
may be due to the unfavorable influence on the teacher, to the
, ,; :' "!', ~.. ~
influence of the trait on the educational ~chlevement of the
.. 1 .,
--::)_ ~<t~:;l
child, or the trait may be a result of other factors dealt
with by the questionnaire. The data seem to indicate which
traits are found in such a low degree as to cause failure,
and which traits are found in this group to be about the same
as in a normal group. There is no method of checking the
accuracy of the estimations given except by comparison with
objective studies, which have been included.
These estimations should be accurately made. "Essential
educational habits not acquired at the proper age prevent
the child from conforming to socially approved patterns of
behavior and thus frequently result in the accommodation of
withdrawal. "1 "Where trait actions are likely to be utilized
constantly, and where they are also of a.routine nature, they
may wisely be developed as habits."! This group of traits
seems to be of sufficient importance to merit attention on the
part of the teachers to the extent at least of some unifo~ity
in the bases for conclusions. The data were not complete in
1 s. A. ~~een, W. B. Bodenhafer, and E. B. Harper, Social
Organization and Disorganization. p. 518•






every', case for thDee estimates on, each child, and a comparison
of the estimates given. Where this was possible for comparison,
the estima~es were not always the same.
III. PHYSICAL DEFECTS
Comparison of the data on physical deficiencies disclosed
wide fifferences from the findings of other studies. Mal-
nutrition was present in an unusually large number of cases,
while deficiencies of the ears and teeth were very few. This
indicates the possibility that local factors were influential,
or that deticiencies difficult to observe are not discovered
by most teachers. In the event the latter possibility is true,
the importance of' the following quotation is not appreciated.
"The very healthy children were described as more satisfactorily
adjusted than the average child in their classes in such traits
as social adaptability, emotional stability, attitude toward
assigned tasks, and general classroom behavior."3
IV. SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
The sooial maladjustments indicate unsatisfactory results
from retardation~ There is a large number of estimated mal-
adjustments resulting from failure. This number is nearly as
large as the number of maladaptations reported corrected by
'failure. The almost equal number of these two classes, and
;. ,
3 Qa~91~~Qeter and M. O. Hardy,' "The Role of Health in
.. \~h,::C;h11d~ • .: Deve19pm~nt." Elementa:J."Y School JourIlaJl. Vol. 35.





the rank of social factors in Figures 2 and 3 seem to indi-
cate disregard for the social adaptation of the child i~
school. "The traditional basis in homogeneously grouping
children for promotion from grade to grade has been educa-
tional age. Perhaps the use of another basis for homo-
geneity, that of social age, will come more nearly to the
fulfillment of our fundamental principle.-4
Environmental factors were disregarded on so many ques-
tionnaires that a summary is difficult. The reason for the
failure to check these may have been due to failure of memory.
However, a more logical conclusion seems to be that the teachers
were not always familiar With the home background of the child.
There were no standards with which to compare the economic
bases used by the teachers. Tables XV and XVI offer a valid
comparison between two parts or~the group, those in whose
families there was mental deficiency or crime and delinquency.
There is a pronounced difference between these groups in home
status, intelligence, and size oftamily. This indicates a
close connection between delinquency and the economic status
-,
large families are correlates in Table rtl.
'4
" .J. R.Sl1annon, ~A Philosophy of -Fundamentals." Phi
Delta Kappan~ . -Vol. l5~1.6. February. 1933, pp. ~50~l5Z:-
ot the home. Mental deficiency, very low intelligence, an~





from these tables, and can be given only as indications.
"Inherent in our data is the implic"ation that there are'
many intangible, imponderable elements in community life
that influence the ideas and attitudes of young people in
ways that are productive of delinquency and crime. The
general standards and community atmosphere in regard to
lawbreaking must play an immensely important part. ft5
VI.. GRADE OF FAILURE
The data present the failures itt the elementary grades.
The practice in this county indicates a very negligible amount
of failure after the fourth grade; over half the failures are
made in the first grade. To the extent that this indicates
immaturity at the age of entering school, this seems a basis
for recommending later admission to school. Immaturity was
not considered of high importance in Figure 2. Mastery of
subject fundamentals seems to have been of more importance.
This has been only partially successful in the 171 cases given
in Table XXII. A possibility not included in the data should
be given~ Early failures due to mental retardation are made.
"The child may be conditioned in higher grades, because of a.,.
final recognition of mental inability to learn. This possi-
bifity is recognized and discarded by Shannon, ~Children will
be regarded as potentialities for development, rather than as
automatons for teachers to teach.-6
5" .
Healy 'and Bronner, 2£. £11., p. 211.
6 J. R. Shannon, "A Tale of Two Tin Cans." School and
Society." Vol. 41. January to June, 1935. pp. 194-6. -
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VII. TEA OBERS t CRITERIA
Social and physical factors were not given extensive
consideration. The most interesting point was that mental
ability estimates would not be based on intelligence tests
in most cases. Mental ability may have been interpreted as
educational achievement to produce this separation.
Social adaptations of the child are not given important
value in complimentarily passing of children. The greatest
frequenoy is given to mental ability. Upon the final deoision
that the ohild is unable to progress educationally, it may be
passed to the next grade. Table XVII indicates at what levels
this conclusion is probably reached, and Figure 2 indicates
that the conclusion is not reached objectively.
VIII. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
This study was intended for the pupose of acquiring in-
formation conoerning the ~riteria for retardation of children,
as they have been established by the teachers of one county.
~t is a survey of the estimates of a part of the teachers
of the elementa~J grades. More than one-half the elementary
teachers of the schools from which data were collected con-
tributed to the study.
The validity of the study would have been increased had
it b~en possible to obtain data from all the elementary teachers
80
of the county. Variations might. have been made by collection
of more data in the cases in which the child was evaluated by
only one teacher. A general indication of the practices of
the teachers in regard to retardation seems valid, from the
fact that the data included material from each school in the
county, and from nearly one-half the possible sources of in-
formation in a large area.
A summary of the genera'l conclusions which seem justified
by the findings of this study follows:
1. Personal and mental traits possessed by the child
are impressed upon the teacher.
2. Physical, social, and environmental aspects of the
child's life are unfamiliar to the teacher, or are easily for-
gotten.
3. The educational influences of these latter traits are
not sufficiently recognized by the teachers.
4. Children are retarded in their educational careers by
conditions and traits, and the fact that various teachers notice
and rate these conditions and traits differently, accounts for
the wide variation in the degree of retardation.
"The individual who takes a job with skill and ability to
perform the re'quirements of the job, with habits of initiative,
industry, thoroughness, and dependability to make him a valuable
asset in his work, and with personal characteristics of the
adjusted in4ividual, will contribute to the well-being of







abilities and habits, and interest in social welfare, and
these personal charac'teristics, is the concern of education o n8
8
P. M.Symonds, Psychol0gjical D1agjnosis of Social
lliustment. pp. 2-3.
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Please check each item in which the pupil was defective,
below normal, or carried after affects, etc.,
QUESTIONN.A:IRE
Please check each item which was applicable to the pupil.
Name Parent




childrens diseases: infantile paralysis , St. Vitus
dance , diphtheria , scarlet fever ---meningitis , ricket s •
Please check the degree which~ item was possessed by the pupil
j;{l I'.v.1Il •































Leader: in class , playground
Misfit in group: before failure after failure
Played with: own sex , other sex , older pupils _
younger pupils
HOME ENVIRONMENT
Squalid , poor , average , wealthy _
Parent dead: mother , father , both separated
Number of brothers living: older ,younger
Number of sisters living: older , Younger __
Number or brothers and sisters dead
Number of brothers or sisters failed in school
Mental defectives in family . ...,..-,~ --- _
Delinquencies or crimes inf'wlt:ll:y:,: .', ,','
""",:~~~.
'. ) : :" ' ,
, "" . :" : :', ',: ;, ,
